Classical:NEXT 2015 in Rotterdam saw:

1000 Delegates representing 600 companies
coming to Rotterdam from

45 countries,

4 exciting days featuring a keynote speech by Martin Hoffmann
and Yannick Nézet-Séguin,

180 exhibiting companies and organizations at the expo,
72 artists performing live at the showcase concerts,
72 international expert speakers leading panel discussions,
network meetings, a mentoring programme and interactive
conference sessions on burning issues, innovative approaches and
potential future paths for the classical and art music scene,

plus country focus sessions on France, video showcases, film
screenings, a "Lunch with the Residents" with Dutch artists, a
Classical Music Mini Rave

first Classical:NEXT Innovation Award with winners
selected from among 21 pioneering projects by all members of
and the

C:N NET.

More than

95% rated the event very good or even excellent

More than

95 % said they will come again next year

98 % would recommend Classical:NEXT to others
“This is not just a conference that happens once a
year. This is now a movement.”

“Classical:NEXT is the conference every arts organisation should be at. It
allows us (in a few days!) to get a good idea of what is happening around
the world; it forges relationships; and it certainly gives us the ‘brain
space’ we sometimes struggle to find time for. It is a place for creativity
to thrive.”
Dr. Michelle Castelletti - Conductor Artistic Director: Royal Northern
College of Music

Anthony Sargent, CBE, CEO, Luminato Festival, Toronto
Chair, International Society for the Performing Arts
“Classical:NEXT is everything you want to know and
need of classical music now!”
“Classical:NEXT - the ideal way to meet colleagues and
competitors, make plans and present products, all in a
friendly atmosphere with optimal organisation.”
Robert von Bahr, CEO, BIS Records, Sweden

R. van Beem, Logistic&Sales, Brilliant Classics

Continous presence and growing across all sectors

Classical:NEXT is for all branches
of the classical tree. Individual
sector participation has been
steadily growing since the first
edition.

International Networking
with professionals from 45 countries

"THE place to be for all things in classical music
around the world.”
“Classical:NEXT is an invaluable platform for connecting classical
music professionals from around the world. With each edition I have
acquired an expanding network of colleagues and friends.”
Elizabeth Woollacott, Music Live, New Zealand

Richard Hornsby, Director of Music, University of
New Brunswick, Canada

